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Solution Overview
As organizations modernize their datacenters to run the next generation of applications using containers and Kubernetes,
they must also integrate the next generation of storage, networking, and container management infrastructure that their
applications run on. This can be accomplished by employing cloud-native technologies in the datacenter that provide
developers with agile development environments, IT administrators with easy-to-use deployment models, and security
admins with tools to secure their environments.
This solution uses VMware’s Software Defined Data Center (SDDC) architecture which provides a foundation for your
digital transformation. Built on VMware’s industry-leading technologies, it brings together best-in-class virtualized
compute, storage, and networking with comprehensive datacenter management. VMware NSX-T provides extended
visibility, consistent networking and security policies and end-to-end control across deployments. vSphere with Tanzu,
when deployed with NSX-T, bridges the gap between IT and developers running cloud-native applications, and provides
secure and self-service access to fully compliant Kubernetes clusters. VMware vSAN provides the foundational block and
file storage layer for this solution. VMware vSAN being readily integrated into vSphere delivers a lower cost, highly
resilient, simple configuration through policy-based management.
With ever-increasing requirements for unstructured data, a robust storage solution is needed for retention of massive
amounts of data and to run cloud-native workloads and application. In the past, enterprise object storage had mostly been
appliance based, but within a SDDC, organizations can now deploy new virtual clusters of object storage within minutes, at
the similar performance and security level of traditional appliances.
Dell ObjectScale takes software defined storage to the next level by focusing on unlimited scale and enterprise class
management. Instead of a monolithic application approach, key services are delivered using micro-services that allow
flexible scaling, recovery and updates with no down time. Additionally, ObjectScale provides full enterprise capabilities
from IAM support to ObjectLock to fully protect data, and a vast collection of tools from sizing to data replication. With the
ability to manage up to 1000 replication policies, customers have the freedom to design the global data fabric needed to
support their globally scalable applications.
The result is a flexible, secure and performant object storage that can be easily managed within VMware’s SDDC, to
support a new generation of cloud native application development to global, production level operations.

Audience
This white paper is intended for all the architects, engineers, consultants, and IT administrators who are responsible for
designing and implementing Dell ObjectScale on vSphere with Tanzu. Strong understanding of technologies such as
VMware NSX-T, vSphere with Tanzu, VMware vSAN is desired.
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Architecture Overview
The solution is built upon four Dell PowerEdge R650 vSAN ready nodes configured in a vSAN cluster. Three VMware
NSX-T manager nodes and three edge nodes were installed for redundancy and high-availability. VMware NSX-T
manager nodes were installed on the same vSAN cluster to conserve resources in a lab environment. In a production
environment, NSX-T manager nodes can also be installed on an external cluster to provide management and data plane
separation and availability.
Figure 1: Architecture Overview

vSAN was configured using the QuickStart option with no solution specific configurations. For vSAN installation and
configuration please refer to vSAN documentation.

Key Components
This solution is built upon a solid foundation with Dell PowerEdge R650, a vSAN ready platform. When configured with
VMware vSAN and NSX-T, it provides an enterprise grade software defined datacenter architecture that is agile, easy to
manage, and secure. vSphere with Tanzu enhances these underlying qualities and delivers a developer-ready, modern
application platform for upstream Kubernetes clusters. With Dell ObjectScale object storage layered on top of vSAN and
fully integrated with vSphere and vSphere with Tanzu, you have a solution that is future proof and extensible from onprem to the cloud.

Hardware Components
Table 1: Key hardware components.

Hardware Specifications
Component

Description

Quantity

Platform

Dell PowerEdge R650

4 per cluster

Processor

Intel® Xeon® Gold 6330 CPU @ 2.00GHz

2 per node
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Memory

Micron Technology DRAM DDR4 3200 MHz (32768 MB)

12 pr node

Disks (vSAN)

Dell 1.6 TB SSD MZILT1T6HBJR0D3

8 per node

Network Adapter

Intel® Ethernet 10G 2P X710 OCP

2

TOR switch

Dell PowerSwitch – S5248

2

Software Components
Table 2: Key software components

Software Components
Component

Version

vSphere ESXi

vSphere 7.0 u3c

VMware vCenter

vSphere 7.0 u3c

VMware NSX-T

3.1.3

vSphere with Tanzu

Tanzu Basic

Dell ObjectScale

1.0

Solution Configuration
Prerequisites
Fulfill the following prerequisites before you start the vSphere with Tanzu, NSX-T and ObjectScale
deployment:



If you plan to use an external identity source along with vCenter Server Single-Sign-On, ensure that
vCenter is configured with appropriate identity source and settings. For information please visit
Identity Sources for vCenter Server.



Ensure that the DNS server is available and appropriate DNS records are configured for all the
vSphere and NSX-T management components, including vCenter, ESXi hosts, NSX-T managers, and
edge nodes.



Configure the layer 3 networking and appropriate routing for communication between various
infrastructure component and network segments.

Networking
There are several network components that need appropriate configuration for the infrastructure to function properly.
Figure 1: Architecture diagram, depicts the high-level logical diagram of the network stack configured in the lab.

Lab VLANs
Following VLANs were used in the lab environment. These will differ with each deployment and are only referenced here
for a better understanding of network layout and connectivity. For production networks, vSphere management and
supervisor nodes can be placed on separate VLANs for granular security policy applications. Supervisor nodes however
will require access to vCenter network, which can be accomplished by configuring inter-VLAN routing at the switch level.
For workload isolation, it is also recommended that each workload network segment be placed on a separate VLAN.
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Table 3: Lab VLANs

VLAN ID

Description

29

vSphere Management and vSphere
with Tanzu supervisor nodes

19

vSAN

25

vMotion

24

Workload network

31

Frontend Network

26

TEP VLAN

vSphere Distributed Switch
Figure 2: depicts the distributed switch configuration. Two distributed switches were configured. One distributed switch
was created to carry all VLAN network traffic and the other only to carry TEP traffic for the edge nodes. This lab
configuration accommodated for scenario when only a single TEP VLAN is available for both edge and ESXi host nodes.
When ESXi and edge nodes are on separate TEP VLANs a second distributed switch is not required. Please see KB
(83743) for NSX-T Edge TEP networking options. When enough physical network cards are available, dual-NIC
configuration is recommended for all network connections for redundancy and high availability.
Figure 2: Distributed switch and port groups

VMware NSX-T Data Center
VMware NSX-T Datacenter was configured with a three node NSX-T manager node cluster and a three-node edge cluster.
Medium sized nodes were used for both NSX-T manager and edge nodes. Sizing of these nodes depends on traffic and
infrastructure requirements and should be sized accordingly. Guidance of NSX-T node sizing is available at NSX-T
Network Requirements and Sizing at vmware.com.
Note: NSX-T Datacenter is a comprehensive networking and security solution, extensible from On-Prem to the Cloud. The
focus of this document is to provide a simple starter NSX-T configuration to deploy vSphere with, and then extend the
functionality as needed.
NSX-T, with its rich features, could also be a complex solution to deploy. Below is the step-by-step process used to deploy
NSX-T in a lab environment, which can be used as a reference for field deployments.
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Deploy first NSX-T manager
Note: NSX-T configuration varies with deployment requirements. Please refer to vSphere with Tanzu with NSX-t
deployments to design and architect NSX-T per your requirements. Configuration in this document is a functional model
used specifically for the lab environment.
Prerequisites:
-

Ensure that two VDS switches are create as depicted in figure 2

-

Ensure the MTU for VDS is set to a minimum of 1600

-

NSX-T OVA has been downloaded from vmware.com

-

If deploying NSX-T on an external cluster, ensure that NSX-T manager has access to the vCenter Server
management network

-

It is recommended that you create resource groups in vCenter where NSX-T managers and edge nodes reside

-

Ensure that routing is configured properly on the TOR switches to allow connectivity between appropriate VLANs

-

Enable vSphere DRS and HA on the cluster being configured

Deployment Steps:
1.

Deploy the NSX-T OVA and choose appropriate settings for your environment

2.

Once the OVA deployment is completed, login to NSX-T manager at https://<manager-IP-addres>

3.

Go to System > Licenses and apply NSX-T license

4.

Add vCenter Server via System > Fabric > Computer Managers menu

5.

Ensure that “Registration Status” shows as “Registered”

Deploy NSX-T managers 2 and 3
1.

Go to System > Appliances and click Add NSX Appliance

2.

Choose appropriate settings for your environment to deploy manager appliance 2 and 3

Figure 3: Deploy additional NSX-T managers
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Create uplink Profiles
1.

In the NSX Manager, go to System > Fabric > Profiles > Uplink Profiles

Create host uplink profile with failover order and teaming policy
Figure 4: uplink profiles

2.

Create edge uplink profile as shown in figure 5 below.

Figure 5: Edge uplink profile

Configure Transport Zones
1.

Create VLAN and Overlay transport zones via System > Transport Zone menu as shown below.

Figure 6: Transport zones
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Create IP pool for TEP
1.
2.

Create IP pool for TEP via Networking > IP Management > IP Address Pools > Add Address Pool.
Give the IP pool a name and description and click “Set” to define a range.

Figure 7: TEP Pool

3.

Click “Add Subnet” to add an IP range or block of IP to the address pool.

Figure 8: TEP subnet
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Create Transport Node Profile
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to System > Profile > Transport Node Profile to create profile for host transport nodes.
Select VDS as type and select Distributed Switch that holds all VLANs.
Select the Overlay transport zone and host uplink profile created previously.
Select the TEP IP pool and assign uplinks to VDS uplinks.

Figure 9: Transport node profile
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Create NSX-T Segments
Two NSX-T segments needs to be created. One for workload overlay network that will connect to T1 gateway and the
other a VLAN or an “underlay” segment.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to Networking > Segments > Add Segment
Create a “VLAN-Segment” and select the VLAN transport zone that was created previously. This segment will not
connect to a gateway.
Enter a VLAN ID. This is environment specific and will depend on your VLAN configuration.
Click Save

Figure 10: NSX-T segments

5.

Create an overlay segment for your frontend network and select overlay transport zone created earlier. Enter an
IP address from your frontend subnet. This IP will service as the overlay gateway address for your T1 gateway,
when the T1 gateway has been created.

Figure 11: NSX-T segments
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Create Edge Transport Nodes and Cluster
1.
2.
3.

Create edge transport nodes. A minimum of two edge transport nodes should be created to provide high
availability.
Enter relevant size, IP, FQDN and management network information in the first few screens.
On the last screen two NSX host switches needs to be created. One for edge TEP network and the other for edge
overlay traffic. Create the first switch for carrying edge TEP overlay traffic and select TEP IP pool and distributed
port group on DVS created for edge TEP traffic.

Figure 12: Edge transport nodes

4.

Create another switch to carry the VLAN traffic and map it to the DVS port group carrying the workload VLAN.
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Figure 13: Edge transport nodes

5.

Create additional edge nodes as required by your environment.

Create an Edge Cluster
1.
2.

Create a cluster of edge transport nodes by going to System > Nodes > Edge Cluster
Give the cluster a name and add the edge transport nodes to the cluster.
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Figure 14: Edge Cluster

Create Tier-0 Gateway
1.
2.

Create Tier-0 gateway via Networking > Connectivity > Tier-0 Gateways.
Select edge node cluster and select you preferred HA mode.
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Figure 15: Tier-0 gateway

3.
4.

From “Interfaces” create and set an interface for your VLAN segment that will be used for external
communication.
Assign an IP to the interface that is on your workload network and select your workload VLAN segment created
previously.

Select an edge transport node from your cluster and save.
Figure 16: Set gateway interface
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5.

Under “Routing”, create a default static route.

Figure 17: Tier-0 default route

6.

Set the “Next Hop” address which will be the gateway address for your workload network.

Figure 18: Tier-0 next hop
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7.

Under “BGP” set the route distributions. This will depend on your network architecture. The following route
distributions were set in the lab environment.

Figure 19: Route distribution

Create Tier-1 Gateway
1.
2.

Create a Tier-1 Gateway and link it to your Tier-0 Gateway.
Select the edge cluster and set route advertisements.

Figure 20: Tier-1 gateway
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Connect Frontend Overlay segment to Tier-1 Gateway
1.

Edit the Frontend Overlay segment created earlier and assign it to Tier-1 Gateway.

Figure 21: Frontend overlay

Testing the NSX-T deployment
Before you enable vSphere with Tanzu, ensure that the NSX-T is set up correctly. Ensure that all tunnels are on the ESXi,
and Edge transport nodes are showing up, and no open alarms are displayed in NSX-T user interface. To test the NSX-T
internal and external connectivity, create a VM on your cluster and assign the vNIC to the workload segment created
earlier when defining NSX-T segments. Verify the following.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ping the internal NSX-T Tier-1 gateway interface.
Ping the Tier-0 external interface.
Ping the next-hop gateway address.
Ping an internet address to verify DNS resolution.

Proceed to enabling workload management if all pings are successful.
Figure 22: Ping tests
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Enable vSphere with Tanzu Workload Management
Once NSX-T has been successfully deployed, vSphere with Tanzu Workload Management can be enabled.
Pre-enablement Checks
Ensure proper routing and connectivity between vSphere Management and Supervisor Management networks.


Have minimum of 5 IPs available for Supervisor management network. DHCP can also be used if desired.



A storage policy is already defined and vSAN storage tagged to be used for supervisor and workload clusters and
pods.



Egress and Ingress subnets IP schema is on hand.



Environment meets the system requirements for vSphere with Tanzu with NSX-t deployments.



Ensure prerequires documented in vSphere for Tanzu documentation for configuring workload management on a
cluster are met.



For step-by-step instructions on how to enable workload management with NSX-T please follow vSphere with
Tanzu documentation.

Deploying Dell ObjectScale
Preparing vSphere namespaces and users for ObjectScale
ObjectScale and its object store(s) can be deployed in the same vSphere namespace or within separate namespaces
managed by the vSphere cluster. A user with vSphere local administrator privileges, who has access to all the namespaces
in the vSphere cluster, will deploy the Dell ObjectScale service on to the supervisor cluster. When the service is deployed
vSphere creates a namespace for ObjectScale, svc-objectscale-domain-c<xyz> and will place all its pods in that
namespace.
The vSphere local administrator user can optionally create separate end-user namespaces where end-user object stores
can be created and managed by end-user(s). For an end-user to be able to create an object store in their namespace, that
user must have edit permission to the namespace. The user with the cluster-admin role can create an object store in any
namespace that is accessible by that user namespace. An end-user can also be set up with only permissions to monitor an
end-user namespace. A user with this vSphere permission will not to be able to create an object store in their namespace.
Prior to deploying ObjectScale on the vSphere, you should complete the following actions within the vSphere UI:


Log in to the vSphere UI as local admin.



As the local admin user, create additional vSphere users and groups.



Assign the admin role to one of the users so that it can manage the cluster as admin while logged in as a user.



Assign the necessary roles and permissions to the end-users and groups to manage access to ObjectScale
resources.



As the admin user, create the necessary namespaces in the Supervisor (k8s) cluster to manage the ObjectScale
deployment.

You have the option of deploying the ObjectScale instance and the object store(s) within the same namespace, or you can
place the ObjectScale instance in the default namespace and the object store(s) within separate end-user namespaces.
If you are deploying ObjectScale and the object stores in different namespaces within the Supervisor cluster, the list below
describes one way of naming and laying out the cluster namespaces:
o

Deploy ObjectScale in the default svc-objectscale-domain-c<xyz> namespace.
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o


Create one or more end-user-<xyz> namespace(s) where you can deploy end-user object stores.

As the Admin user, assign RBAC roles to the users so that they can manage the specified namespace and the
object stores.

Note: For hardware and software version requirements, please refer to Dell ObjectScale documentation. Internet access is
required to pull ObjectScale software images from hub.docker.com. Alternatively, a local image repository can be used.

Deploy and Configure ObjectScale
Note: For the process that follows, you will need the objectscale-vsphere-service-<VERSION>.yaml file. This file deploys
Dell ObjectScale. You will also require a DockerHub username and password.

Add ObjectScale Supervisory Service to vCenter


From the vSphere Client home menu, select Workload Management and then select the Services tab.



The vSphere Services page appears.



Select a vCenter Server system from the drop-down menu at the top.



In the Add New Service card, click ADD.



Click UPLOAD.



Browse to the location of the downloaded objectscale-vsphere-service-<VERSION>.yaml file.



Click NEXT.



Accept the terms of the Dell End User License Agreement and click Finish to add the ObjectScale service to
vSphere.



The Dell ObjectScale card now appears on the vSphere Services page.

Install ObjectScale on Supervisor Cluster


On the Workload Management Services page, in the Dell ObjectScale service card select Actions > Install on
Supervisors. The Install Dell ObjectScale on Supervisor Clusters wizard appears.
o

Select the version of the ObjectScale service you want to install.

o

Select the Supervisor Cluster where you want to install the ObjectScale service.

o

In the Key Value Pairs section, type the registry name.



To use the Dell ObjectScale repository, type: index.docker.io/objectscale



For online deployments, use your Docker username and password.



Verify that ObjectScale is installed:
o

In vCenter, navigate to Menu > Administration > Solutions > Client Plugins.

o

Verify that the Dell ObjectScale client plugin status is Deployed/Enabled.
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Configure ObjectScale
ObjectScale object stores can be configured in the vSphere default namespace or a separate use namespace space. Below
are the high-level steps of configuring ObjectScale on vSphere with Tanzu for this document. For detailed step-by-step
instructions pleased see Dell ObjectScale Admin Guide.
1.

Create namespace.

2.

Create vSphere users with appropriate permissions for the namespace.

3.

Assign users to namespace.

4.

Assign storage policies to namespace.

5.

Create tenant account in ObjectScale.

6.

Create IAM-based accounts and users with necessary permissions.

7.

Create and assign policies to accounts.

8.

Create object stores.

9.

Create object store buckets.

ObjectScale Replication Testing
The primary objective of ObjectScale testing was to verify bucket replication in two scenarios. One, to verify that buckets
are replicated within the same ObjectScale account without issue. Second, when the two ObjectScale systems are at
remote locations. Two separate vSphere with Tanzu clusters with NSX-T were created for this purpose. S3 Browser tool
was used to verify ObjectScale S3 storage functionality, such as bucket creation and deletion, as well as uploading files to
be used for replication. The two test scenarios are described in detail below.
Note: No performance testing was performed and is outside of the scope of this document.

Replication with-in the same ObjectScale account
This task was performed on a single ObjectScale system. Two buckets were created on the same ObjectScale account and
replication process was tested. Below are the high-level steps for this process.
1.

Create a new namespace in Workload Management.

Figure 23: New vSphere namespace

2.

Assign vSphere user permissions, storage policies.

Figure 24: Assign storage policies and permissions
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3.

Create ObjectScale account if one does not exit.

Figure 25: ObjectScale account
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4.

Create object store.

Figure 26: Create object store

5.

Associate object store to ObjectScale account created previously.

Figure 27: Associate account

6.

Create new user in the account with S3 access. Ensure to save the .csv file with account information.
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Figure 28: New user and permissions

7.

Take node of the load balancer IP for the object store under S3 server details.

Figure 29: Load balancer IP

8.

Using a S3 Browser or another similar tool, logon to the object store. Fill out the IP address noted in previous step
and access key and secret from the .csv file save previously when creating the user account.
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Figure 30: Connect S3 Browser

9.

Create two buckets. One will be the source and the other destination or replication target and enable versioning
on the buckets.

Figure 31: Create buckets
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10. Create a new replication role on the ObjectScale account previously created. Add service principle and assign
“CRRSameAccountFullAccess” permissions to the role.
Figure 32: Assign Service Principle

Figure 33: Assign role permissions

11. On the source bucket, create a replication rule. Give the rule a name and set priority and enable status.
Figure 34: Create replication rule
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12. Select source and destination buckets. In the destination bucket configuration page, select namespace, object
store, destination bucket and IAM created previously for the source account.
Figure 35: Create replication rile

13. Using S3 browser, upload a file to the source bucket. Bucket replication will take a few minutes depending on the
size of the file and the bucket. To verify that files have been replicated follow the steps below.
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a.

On the source bucket click the file you uploaded. The replication status in the header should show as
completed.

Figure 36: Replication status

b.

On the destination bucket, the same file should exist with a status of “Replica” in the header. This
indicated a successful replication between buckets in the same account.

Figure 37: Replication status

Cross-Regional Replication
ObjectScale provides a global namespace with scale-out capabilities with eventual consistency using a federated
architecture.
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Figure 38: ObjectScale Cross-Region Replication (CRR)

ObjectScale Federation and Trust
To test cross-region replication, two ObjectScale scale environments were built using the process earlier described in this
document. To enable replication across regions, ObjectScale federation and trust was established. One ObjectScale
system was designated as primary and the other as secondary. Below is an overview of the process.


From the ObjectScale system you want to make the primary system in the federation, create the federation. This
ObjectScale instance will generate the certificates required to make this ObjectScale system the primary system.



From the ObjectScale system you want to make a secondary system in the federation, join a federation. This
downloads the FederationSigning_<objectscale_system>.xml file that the primary ObjectScale system must sign.



From the primary ObjectScale system, upload FderationSigning_<objectscale_system>.xml request to the
primary ObjectScale. The primary ObjectScale generates a signed certificate that is named
PostFederationSigning_<objectscale_system>.xml and automatically download the file.



From the secondary ObjectScale system, add a new remote instance by uploading the signed certificate that was
downloaded from the primary ObjectScale system. The ObjectScale type will now show Secondary.



Finally, from each system, you must initiate trust of the remote instances from each ObjectScale system. Once the
Remote Instance on both sides have Trust Initiated Trust Status, the federation service on each side tries to
communicate to the remote instance over the objectscale-gateway-internal endpoint.

If this system-to-system communication is successful, it moves each remote instance to the Trusted Trust Status.
Communication is successful once ObjectScale instances can verify the certificates in the trusted list.
You can add additional ObjectScale instances to this federation by repeating this process. For detailed step by step
instructions on establishing trust please see the ObjectScale Admin Guide.
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Testing Cross-Regional Replication
To test cross-region replication, two distinct environments were created using architecture components described earlier.
ObjectScale federation and trust were established to enable cross-region replication. The federation and replication
process described below assumes that ObjectScale is installed on both replication source and target systems, object
stores, and buckets are created and IAM accounts are associated with object stores. This process is similar to what was
described for bucket replication within the same account previously in the document. For further details, please consult
the ObjectScale Admin Guide. Also note that when federation has been created, both ObjectScale source and target
accounts will appear on both ObjectScale Systems’ user interfaces as shown below.
Figure 39: Federated Accounts

Following are the steps to setup replication.
1.

Create users on both ObjectScale accounts and assign the S3 full access permission policy. Ensure to save the .csv
file at the end of the process.
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Figure 40: Create new user

2.

Create source and target buckets using the S3 browser or another tool. Ensure to enable versioning on both
buckets.

Figure 41: Create source and destination buckets and enable versioning
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3.

Create a new replication role on the ObjectScale accounts. Add service principle and assign “ CRRFullAccess”
permission policy to the role.

Figure 42: Assign Service Principle

Figure 43: Assign policy

4.

Copy and note the ARN information from the replication role on the source account.
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Figure 44: Copy ARN for the role

5.

Note the account ID information from the target account.

Figure 45: Note account ID

6.

On the source account bucket, create a new replication rule using the target account ID and ARN information
noted in previous steps and enter this information on the “Destination Bucket” screen.
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Figure 46: Create replication rule

7.

Copy the ARN information from the rule created in previous step.

Figure 47: Copy ARN
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8.

Edit the target bucket in the target account and on the policy page select “Text”.

Figure 48: Modify target account policy

9.

Use the policy template below, replacing the variables in {} brackets with values copied in previous steps. Paste
the updates template into the test field.
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Sample Policy Template
{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Action": [
"s3:GetBucketVersioning",
"s3:ObjectOwnerOverrideToBucketOwner",
"s3:ReplicateObject",
"s3:ListBucketVersions",
"s3:ReplicateTags",
"s3:PutObjectRetention",
"s3:PutObjectLegalHold",
"s3:BypassGovernanceRetention"
],
"Resource": [

"arn:aws:s3:${TARGET_SCALE_ID}:${TARGET_STORE_ID}:${TARGET_BUCKET_NAME}",

"arn:aws:s3:${TARGET_SCALE_ID}:${TARGET_STORE_ID}:${TARGET_BUCKET_NAME}/*"
],
"Effect": "Allow",
"Principal": {
"AWS": [
"${CRR_ROLE_ARN}",
"urn:osc:iam::${SOURCE_ACCOUNT_ID}:root"
]
}
}
]
}

10. Once done, the modified policy should look similar to figure below.
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Figure 49: Modified bucket policy

11. Using S3 Browser upload a file to the source bucket and verify that a replica is created on the target bucket.
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Figure 50: Cross-Region Replication

Creation of replica indicates that replication was successful.
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